2013 camaro radio display not working

Chevrolet Camaro owners have reported problems related to electrical system under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Camaro based on all problems
reported for the Camaro. For over a year the radio in the chevy Camaro has been malfunctioning
shutting on and off excessively , this electrical issue affects my vision when driving at night it
has currently escalated to preventing turn signal audio therefore I continuously have to check
to see if turn signals are working and will not know if they stop working. This is not a stand
alone problem with just my Camaro and I have reviewed many owners of Camaros have the
same issue. This issue occurs when in motion. Air conditioning and heater is effected at times
also. See all problems of the Chevrolet Camaro. My radio turns on and off-very distracting to my
driving and makes a loud popping sound from speakers-which is startling. Along with this my
defrost turns on and off which sometimes limits my visibility. This happens while the car is
parked and while driving intermittently. It happens about 20 times while driving a short distance
of about 10 miles. It also happened while I was driving on the interstate. The ignition key won't
come out after putting the vehicle in park. It stops at the acc position. One time after a few
minutes it released and it turned from acc to off and came out. I have tried everything, putting it
in and out of park, restarting the engine, turning the key on and to acc and nothing works, then
it does. Gm need to fix this fault for free and recall all their faulty vehicles ASAP. The driver side
door started making a knocking noise and the window would not shut all the way. The doors
would start unlocking on their own and the driver window would try to roll all the way up
unsuccessfully. The control panel would flash a notice that the door was unlocked and the
interior lights stayed on while driving and when parked and engine turned off. One event lasted
45 seconds while I was driving on the interstate highway and another event while I was sitting at
my local Chevrolet service center. This event happened while the remote key was sitting on the
dash in service center envelope and the car was off. The doors started unlocking and locking
and driver window started going up and down. Then all the doors locked with me inside of the
car and I could not open the door to get out all while the interior lights stayed on. I recorded the
events as they occurred but they are in ,mp4 format and I am unable to upload them. While
driving on a rural road, approx. It will now only move up and forward not backward. The seat is
now in a position while driving to high to see safely and forward where my foot is now pushing
on the gas causing unsafe conditions. Can I take it in to be fixed without cost to me?. Hello im
reaching out due to a safety concern with my Camaro. The VIN in located in the subject line
above. I reached out to gm letting them know that I was having issues with my stereo. The
speakers are also affected when the problem persists. The car will turn on and I will be able to
play anything through the stereo, like the radio, a cd, an aux cord and even sirius xm but
randomly the stereo has a loud noise that screetches through the speakers which cause a great
amount of discomfort. Then the stereo resets and is only able to be used via aux at a lower
volume amd even way different sound quality. Its very strange and really inconvienent while
driving, a few times it scared me so abruptly that I almost wrecked due to an anxiety attack. Its a
well know issue with this model from years if you google "camaro stereo problems" you will see
a few different web forums comparing issies with this particular one being brought uo more
than anything else. Gm informed me that the only way of getting to the bottom of the problem is
to take it in to get a diagnostics done which is out of my price range at the moment due to
covid. But anyways all that should be put to the side when it comes down to being a safety
concern. Thanks in advance. I know alot of ppl would love to enjoy a normal drive without being
startled by a loud guitar amp popping noise. I miss good drives while listening to music with
good quality. I totaled out my car I flipped 8 times landed on all four of my tires. My airbags
didn't deploy. None of them. The key gets stuck in the ignition at random, took it to the
dealership and they could not recreate the issue, also the steering wheel is squeaky and the
steering wheel fluid is full. The key gets stuck after the vehicle is parked and turned off. The
contact's daughter owns a Chevrolet Camaro. The contact stated that while his daughter was
driving at various speed, the lights on instrument panel were flickering intermittently. In
addition, the hazard lights and turn signal lights were malfunction independnetly and when the
contact's daughter attempted to operate the lights, the lights failed to operate as designed. The
dealer was not contacted. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure and provide the contact a case number. The approximate failure mileage was 72, On cold
morning start, the climate control, radio, radio lights, blinker ticking audio, driver information
display, steering wheel hands free phone control speedometer, tps readings, trip info, etc.
Driver cannot defrost the window. After car is driven miles they power on. Some say clip a white
wire behind radio, real fix is replace bcm. And dealer only program, the vehicle specific bcm
body control module it may sound easy to just say. Dont drive the car, but if you have no other
means. Who is going to do that? I am a ase certified tech, though expired Not wrenching

anymore but I know a little bit. Read more Tl the contact owns a Chevrolet Camaro. The contact
stated that while driving at various speeds, the radio and heating system failed to operate as
designed, without warning. The vehicle has not diagnosed nor repaired. The manufacturer was
notified of the failure and informed the contact that the VIN was not under recall. The failure
mileage was approximately 76, The contact owns a Chevrolet Camaro. The contact stated that
while driving at various speeds, the stereo system would emit an abnormal, popping sound
which caused the audible features to cease operation, including the turn signals. There was no
warning light illuminated. The contact took the vehicle to an independent mechanic who was
unable to determine the cause of the failure. The manufacturer was informed of the failure and
stated that they were aware of similar failures. The manufacturer offered no further assistance.
The failure mileage was approximately 93, Starting in early oct. Vehicle was parked in the
driveway and would not start. Had vehicle towed to dealership. Got vehicle back late oct. And 5
miles down the highway the vehicle lost all power. Called for a tow back to dealership. Received
vehicle late Dec. Drove to work and back, all is good next day. Drove to the bank and pulled up
into my driveway. Activated e brake and reached for the power button. The vehicle mysteriously
shut itself off. I pushed the clutch in and pushed the start button. Nothing no power. To be
honest. Seems very dangerous to be driving this vehicle around not know when the vehicle will
lose all its power. Not a good feeling. Been lucky except for the highway shut down. That was
scary! Rocking the vehicle as every vehicle and truck passed by. After shifting into park the
display shows action required shift to park and will not shutoff the ignition. Can not remove key
from ignition when shutting off. Have to start vehicle multiple times and move gear selector
multiple times before I get the key out. Car is in park. Unsafe to leave vehicle unlocked with key
in ignition because it will not come out. Vehicle was put in the shop hood sensor matched was
changed 3x still not working. The contact stated that the home screen would constantly flicker
while driving at various speeds. Due to the failure, the contact was unable to view any safety
alerts or hear the turn signals. The vehicle was not diagnosed nor repaired. The manufacturer
had been notified of the failure and referred the contact to the local dealer for assistance. The
failure mileage was approximately , Tl- the contact owns a Chevrolet Camaro. The contact
stated that while driving at various speeds, he would hear an abnormal popping sound emit
from his speakers. Once the noise started, the speakers would go silent which then rendered
other electrical features such as his turn signals and hazard lights to not operate as needed. In
order to correct the failure, the contact would have to disconnect the battery for a few minutes
and restart the vehicle; the contact then stated that the failure would reoccur soon after the
reset. The contact called henderson Chevrolet Buick GMC us north, henderson, ky where they
informed him that they were unaware of the failure and that there were no recalls on the vehicle.
The manufacturer was then notified of the failure and the contact was given a claim number.
The vehicle had yet to be repaired. The failure mileage was approximately 49, The radio screen
works fine, so does the bluetooth, volume knob, however, the car has lost complete sound
capacity. No music, no chime start, no turn signal sound, no rear parking sensors warning
sounds. The car shut off and then wouldn't start. Had engine replaced because the engine was
locked up. Recently received the vehicle and gauge cluster shuts down completely while driving
vehicle along with infotainment system. When it turns back on screen shows: service
stibillitrac, abs system, battery system, engine oil low, engine reduced power, reduce clutch
use, and check engine light. Had no power steering, no acceleration, and had loss of brakes. On
August 18th I was interested in buying this Camaro from ts auto sales in orlando florida. The
salesman name is sami. I asked him if there was any extensive damage to the vehicle? I asked
him if there was anything else? After I purchased the vehicle. I later found out, that he was not
being truthful with me. I looked the vehicle up, and found that the air bags had been deployed.
Which is a major safety violation. I also asked him why the battery was being drained. He said it
just need to be charged. I took the car to a steve's auto electric in clermont florida. The
technician told me that the air bags needed to be replaced. This is a rebuild able title. You can
not get this vehicle inspected if all of the repairs are not done, and you must have receipts for
every part that was repaired, or replaced. This is a very unsafe vehicle. To my understanding.
It's the responsibility of the dealership to make any major repairs before selling a vehicle. When
I turn the vehicle off, the key will not rotate to the lock position, and car only has 24, miles on it.
After moving the gear selector many times from drive to park the key finally rotates to the
locked position to allow removal of the key. During this summer the issue has been getting
worse and worse, to the point I am afraid to drive the vehicle anywhere. I have also noticed
when you enter the vehicle and just rotate the key to run position, it will lock up as well, not
allowing the key to rotate back into the lock position. Then have to cycle the shifter for the
tranny from park to drive multiple times to get it to rotate in to the lock positino for I can remove
the key. Power steering went out randomly while driving. More often at lower speeds. Battery

would drain while at stoplights. Car has not been driven hard. Less than miles. Dealer states
failure of power steering gear assembly. Dealer does not recognize this as pertinent and thus
will not cover expensive repair. Water shorted the app circuits and caused the throttle to
activate with out driver input. Water can enter the connector through body leaks and may cause
an increase in voltage on app 1 and app 2. As a result this malfunction can mistakenly appear
as a pedal misapplication in the edr report from the sdm. This finding applies to many other
vehicle using a potentiometer type app sensor but the research was done specifically on gm
vehicles. I have also determined water intrusion into the connector on the full size truck line has
the possibility to cause false activation of the app circuit. Using water I have confirmed that
water can cause the voltage increase on app circuit 1 and app circuit 2 and not enter reduced
power mode, it all comes down to surface area exposed and sodium content in the water as to
the final results. As these vehicles become older the likely hood of these events occurring
increases. Because of the known water leak into the connector's containing app wires and
verification that water can cause false activation of the app circuits. It is my conclusion in rare
events this water could cause false activation of both app signal in many of the gm vehicles.
This vehicle was used for confirmation. The key gets stuck in the ignition. I have to restart the
car, back it up, pull it forward and try to turn the key to stop so it will release. Usually have to do
this several times before it releases. I did find if I take the fob off and only have the ignition key
on a key ring it doesn't happen as often. If I forget and leave the fob attached to the key, I have
issues getting my key to release just about every time. This has been ongoing for several
months. Also, the dash goes blank and the gas petal does not get it to accelerate. Very
dangerous and happened today in degrees but on colder days as well. Should have a recall with
many online complaints to this issue. While driving, my radio will pop and shut off, which also
causes my ac to not work. Recently it has also effected my turn signals and other dash board
areas and it does it no matter if I'm legit driving or sitting still. There are literally hundred of
people having this issue and nothing has fixed it yet!. Several electrical components fail while
driving down the road. The turn signals stop working, the radio shuts off, the heads up display
turns off, the speedometer turns off and the tachometer stops working. The car still runs and
responds to the gas and brake pedals and the steering continues to work. This is extremely
dangerous and very confusing and scary while driving the car. The radio stops and then turns
back on. After looking this up on line, this appears to be a wide spread issue that gm needs to
address and recall the components causing the issue. While driving on the highway, my car's
electronics shut off. The speedometer, tachometer, turn signals, hud unit, and radio stopped
working but the car was still running and could be driven normally responded to gas, steering
was fine etc. I could not put the rear passenger window up but all of the other windows opened
and closed. The convertible top would not work. After parking and restarting a few times the
problem went away but eventually came back and happens all the time. I have made an
appointment with the dealership to check this out. The following warnings display on the
display: service theft deterrent system service airbag service parking assistant service tire
monitor system open, then close passenger window. When it shuts off the speakers pop, and
no audio even door chimes and turn signals can be heard at all. This is a known issue google it
and chevy refuses to issue a recall. This is a safety hazard and is very distracting when driving.
I'm some cases, the entire climate control does not work either!. Sometimes when I turnoff the
car, the keys doesn't come out, I have to seat in the car for about 5mins for the ignition to
release keys, sometimes it takes more than 5mins so I have to leave the car open and go back
to check if keys are release. What happens is the key position doesn't allow me turn the key all
the way to the point where the steering lock clicks and allow keys out, it only stays in the
position of when you turn off your automatic transmission car when it's not on park. Tl the
contact owns Chevrolet Camaro. The contact stated that the instrument panel lights flickered on
and off while the vehicle stopped or being driven. Additionally, the blower motor activated
independently. The vehicle was diagnosed. Blue ribbon Chevrolet Buick GMC, inc s kerr blvd,
sallisaw, ok , , was contacted and informed of the failure. The manufacturer was not made aware
of the failure. I'm having electrical issues causing my radio, ac, and turn signals to malfunction.
In addition it's making loud and distracting popping and squealing noises, and sounds that may
be electrical sparking noises. Gm told me it's out of warranty so they don't care. Car Problems.
Electrical System problem of the Chevrolet Camaro 1. Electrical System problem of the
Chevrolet Camaro 2. Electrical System problem of the Chevrolet Camaro 3. Electrical System
problem of the Chevrolet Camaro 4. Electrical System problem of the Chevrolet Camaro 5.
Electrical System problem of the Chevrolet Camaro 6. Electrical System problem of the
Chevrolet Camaro 7. Electrical System problem of the Chevrolet Camaro 8. Electrical System
problem of the Chevrolet Camaro 9. Electrical System problem of the Chevrolet Camaro Ignition
Switch problems. Wiring problems. Ignition problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Trunk

Wiring problems. Horn Assembly problems. Dash Wiring problems. Starter problems. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Chevrolet Camaro based on all problems reported for the Camaro. My radio
turns on and off-very distracting to my driving and makes a loud popping sound from
speakers-which is startling. Along with this my defrost turns on and off which sometimes limits
my visibility. This happens while the car is parked and while driving intermittently. It happens
about 20 times while driving a short distance of about 10 miles. It also happened while I was
driving on the interstate. While driving, my radio will pop and shut off, which also causes my ac
to not work. Recently it has also effected my turn signals and other dash board areas and it
does it no matter if I'm legit driving or sitting still. There are literally hundred of people having
this issue and nothing has fixed it yet!. Tl the contact owns Chevrolet Camaro. The contact
stated that the instrument panel lights flickered on and off while the vehicle stopped or being
driven. Additionally, the blower motor activated independently. The vehicle was diagnosed. Blue
ribbon Chevrolet Buick GMC, inc s kerr blvd, sallisaw, ok , , was contacted and informed of the
failure. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was
approximately , I'm having electrical issues causing my radio, ac, and turn signals to
malfunction. In addition it's making loud and distracting popping and squealing noises, and
sounds that may be electrical sparking noises. Gm told me it's out of warranty so they don't
care. Tl the contact owns a Chevrolet Camaro. The contact called jim ellis Chevrolet located in
atlanta, GA and was told to bring the vehicle into the dealer. The contact stated that when the
vehicle was started, the vehicle failed to shift into reverse. The service air bag warning light
illuminated. The manufacturer was made aware of the issue and referred the contact to the
dealer. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer. The failure was not repaired. The failure mileage
was 53, Parts distribution disconnect. Radio cuts off with loud cracking noise and no longer
works. Ac is now affected. Recently car cut off randomly in the middle of turning. Radio has
already been replaced once by dealership. When I start my vehicle my radio doesn't turn on
right away. The ac control lights flicker on and off. It can vary at times but can be up to 5
minutes on some days. The radio will finally work. But after 20 minutes of driving the radio cuts
out and isn't as loud anymore. I'm also beginning to notice my turn signal is cutting out as well.
It's slowing down. As if the battery is being drained. I notice when u turn off the car almost
every time the radio will turn off completely before I open the door. I came across some other
people online who had the same issues. Most who believe that the unit behind the radio display
needs to be replaced and reprogrammed. Which in my case seems to be the answer. Which is to
much problems happening right now. As far as where it's at now. It could get worse down the
road. The contact stated that while driving at various speeds, the instrument panel became
inoperable. The vehicle was restarted and operated as intended. The brake pedal was depressed
and the failure recurred. The vehicle was taken to vic canever Chevrolet, inc. The manufacturer
was contacted however, no further assistance was provided. The failure mileage was 60, While
driving, a popping noise was heard coming from the speakers, which caused the electrical
system to fail. The contact stated that the failure occurred intermittently. The vehicle was not
taken to a dealer or independent mechanic for diagnostic testing. The failure mileage was
approximately 63, Tl-the contact owns a Chevrolet Camaro. The contact stated that while driving
approximately 30 mph, attempted to make a right turn and the turn signal indicator did not work
whenever the radio goes out the failure occurrs. The vehicle was taken to the dealer victory
layne Chevrolet, fowler st, fort myers, fl, they just repaired the vehicle no diagnostic rendered.
The vehicle was not taken this time to the dealer for a diagnostic. The manufacturer was notified
of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 59, The contact
owns a Chevrolet Camaro. The contact stated that while driving at 55 mph, the headlamps
became inoperable. An abnormal popping sound was heard coming from the radio. Several
minutes after the failure, the headlamps resumed normal operation independent of driver input.
Additionally, the popping sound was also heard while the turn signals were activated. A dealer
was not notified of the failure. The vehicle was not taken to be diagnosed nor repaired. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure and a complaint was filed. The failure mileage was
approximately 35, Shortly after I start my car and turn on the radio a load popping sound will
come through the speakers and the sound from the radio will go off. The radio panel will stay lit,
but no sound will come out and the buttons on the radio will not work. It also will not accept a
cd. It will stay like this for awhile. The next time I start car it will do the same thing. It used to do
this randomly at first with no rhyme or reason for it. It started more than 6 months ago and has
gotten worse. It used to play a little while before popping sound and no sound. Now it only
stays on seconds, pops and goes off. Sometimes it won't work again for hours or days. At first I
heard loud static in my speakers when I used the turn signals, but not anymore. There doesn't
seem to be an specific pattern. I do see that many people are having this same or very similar

problems with their Camaros. Why hasn't there been a recall. It's obviously a big problem that a
lot of Camaro owners are having. So my ac and stereo was working good but suddenly it started
turning off itself. Then whenever I turn on my car it starts working. But after months it stopped
working at all. This is same issue as other people who owns Camaro have it. I tried to took to
mechanic nobody understands what's going on. Now it's not working at all. Stereo is not
coming up at all. Ac and heater doesn't work. The contact stated that the vehicle turn signals,
radio and air conditioner failed. The vehicle was taken to the dealer rick hendrick Chevrolet
airport pulling rd n, naples, FL , they determined that the module that controls all three
components had to be replaced. Also mentioned that this was the second time in two years that
the module had to be replaced. The vehicle was being repaired. At the dealer. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure and a case number: was opened. The the approximate failure mileage
was 62, I'm having an issue with my radio. It's acting on, trying to change the mode. For
example, listening to xm then wants to change to aux. Trying to turn off the air control on its
own. I can hear a static sound in the background at times. T this happens mainly when the
vehicle is moving. I've only owned the vehicle for a year and it has just recently started a few
months ago. The contact stated that while driving at 40 mph, her knee unintentionally knocked
the key out of the run position, turning off the engine. The vehicle crashed into a light pole. The
air bags deployed and the contact sustained minor injuries to the face. Medical attention was
sought. There was no police report filed. The vehicle was towed to the tow facility. Ron
montgomery motors located at s shiloh rd, garland, TX , , was contacted by phone and informed
of the failure. The manufacturer was not contacted or made aware of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was , The turn signal also do not make any sound. Sometimes, if I
turn-off the car and pull the key out and back in and crack everthing returns as normal. All the
research I've done points to the radio. They just replace it with a aftermarket. They do not make
my radio any more. Should be a recall on this device. Whether stationary or in motion, the radio
pops, the a c blower is intermittent and the direction signals stop making noise. The faceplate
screen goes black and all activity stops. Then it comes on and off at inconsistent times. While
driving approximately 30 mph, the turn signal flasher sped up and then returned to normal.
Also, the radio did not turn on and the air conditioning did not work. The contact experienced
the failures for at least six months, which began occurring every day. The vehicle was not taken
to the dealer for diagnostic testing. The manufacturer was notified of the failures. The
approximate failure mileage was 53, Radio cuts on and off. Radio won't turn on ata all and when
radio is off blinker click noise won't sound, door open won't sound, and sound signaling you
left keys in ignition won't sound. Sound indicating reverse is engaged also won't sound. This
happens when bechile is stationary and moving. It will randomly turn off in city and highway.
The contact stated that the windshield was foggy inside the vehicle. When the contact turned
the defrost system on to be able to clear the windshield wiper inside the defrost system caused
the lights that are located in the defrost are to darken and turn signal lights sound become
mute. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer to have a diagnostic performed. The manfuacturer
was contacted. The failure mileage was 46, I own a chevy Camaro 2ls coupe. I have had no
problems with my car until two days ago when the temp outside dropped to 30 degrees. When I
crank my car the radio flickers and stops working randomly with loud pops from the speakers,
the blinkers stop making the clicking sound, and the climate controls flicker and stop working
with the radio. As of now this only happens when the car is cold, after I drive it for a few miles it
works fine. There are thousands of complaints about this online. Mileage is approximately 63,
Radio goes on and off rapidly. Can happen while driving or stopped. My main issue when I shut
the car off, I heard a loud pop coming from my speakers. My boyfriend was in the passenger
seat and the air bag light kept changing from on to off when the car is started, I get no seat belt
chime and the stereo flashes rapidly and goes black and the heater fan comes on and off I
turned on my turn signal and noticed a loud static noise every time, I turned the turn signal on.
Still no safety belt chime, stereo and now the turn signals make no sound when on. The heater
fan comes on for 2 to 3 seconds and shuts off for 2 to 3 seconds. This occurs continuously until
I shut the car off. Every time I start it the same things are happening. When I shut the car off, I
can hear a buzzing coming from somewhere in the dash that lasts about 5 to 7 seconds and
then stops for 5 to 7 seconds. This will continue for approximately 5 minutes. It doesn't do it
every time. I pushed the trunk open button on the door panel and the fob several times and it
wouldn't open the trunk. I got back in to the car and continued home and the light went off and I
was able to open the trunk when I got home. The turn signals flash but have no sound, seat belt
chime does not work, passenger air bag light comes on and off randomly, the trunk lid open
light randomly comes on. The contact stated that the vehicle failed to chime when both front
seat belts were not fastened. Also, the turn signal chime and defroster were not operable. The
vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The dealer was not contacted. The manufacturer was

made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was , Tl-the contact owns a chevrolet Camaro.
The contact stated that while the vehicle is turned on all warning light illuminated on the
dashboard. The contact stated that while the clutch is depressed the dashboard losses power.
The vehicle was taken to the dealerfolsom Chevrolet auto mall cir, folsom, CA where a
diagnosed test was performed but was unable to determine the failure the vehicle was not
repaired, however, the key fob was updated. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure
but no further assistance was taken. The failure mileage was apprxomently 43, For the last 6
months when the car is on and driving the radio and ac unit started blinking on and off
continuously making loud popping sounds until the radio screen went completely blank. This
causes the turn signals to not make any noises when on. The turn signals flash but have no
sound, seat belt chime does not work, passenger air bag light comes on and off randomly. The
contact stated that the air conditioner and heater functioned intermittently. In addition, the
instrument panel lighting intermittently illuminated while driving. The contact called campbell
Chevrolet at located at scottsville rd, bowling green, ky and was informed to schedule an
appointment. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and provided case number: The
approximate failure mileage was 84, My gear shift will come out of second gear while I am
shifting during takeoff on my drive. This has been taking place since last July after the warranty
ran out at around 28, miles. Come February 2nd this year my radio started continuously powers
off and on and progressively gotten worse. Now the radio constantly powering off and on even
when I am finished driving and the car is parked and locked up with the factory alarm activated
this has been happening for the last month and a half. Now I am having issues with the battery
maintaining enough cranking amps to start my car after sitting for two days. Lastly this is a
serious issue with all the issues that are linked to this ongoing issue for multiple owners. I have
been researching this issue for months now but as it keeps progressing it is becoming a safety
issue for the owners of these vehicles. Final note if you have an epileptic driver and they might
have to drive at night on a dark highway let's hope that the bright flashing display from the
radio constantly turning off and on does not cause them to have a seizure. I know that it is very
difficult for me to drive when my display is constantly going off and I am unable to make it stop
so my eyes are having to constantly adjust to interior lights that make you feel as if you are at a
disco. The music would turn itself off then come back on, startling me as it would be
accompanied by a loud static or popping sound. The screen and the music occasionally make a
surprising appearance, usually after I've come to a stop, rolled my window down or used the
turn signal. Which brings me to the next thing, the air conditioning system. To this day it comes
on and off at its leisure, including the front and rear window defrost. My blinkers no longer
make the sound to alert me that they are on. On a few occasions my drivers side window has
failed to operate. I assume one day that will be also be inoperative based on previous trends. I
cancelled my subscription to onstar since I have no access to the features any longer. This
means I no longer have navigation, access to emergency services, hands free calling or even
roadside assistance. I no longer have the ability to remote access my vehicle which was one of
the main selling points. Now please imagine taking an uncomfortably silent ride with me and
then all of the sudden a cd that wasn't playing pops out and the air conditioner keeps going on
and off, all while the car sounds like its about to explode. I've researched online and found
countless sites with numerous owners stating that they are experiencing the same problems.
Add another or so characters to this complaint box and I will gladly copy and paste those
owners' stories for you to consider as well. I believe this should have been a recall years before
I purchased my vehicle. While driving, I heard a loud pop from my speakers. My radio went
black, my left blinker stopped working, and my heater and ac unit went out at the same time as
my radio. Not only am I disappointed, but frustrated because I believe there is nothing that can
be done about this issue from the dealer. I am a huge fan of chevy's and never experienced a
problem like this one on any vehicle I've owned. However, as I continue to read other
consumers complaints, the dealerships do not have an accurate fix. I have been really good
with keeping up the maintenance on my vehicle, but this expense is something I cannot afford
right now, as a single parent with a child in college! I also see that I'm not the only owner with
this issue. I am surprised that there hasn't been a recall as one is definitely needed or chevy
needs to take more pride in their vehicles and create more quality ones. I would not recommend
that anyone purchase a chevy Camaro especially with these horrifying issues. I will contact the
ceo of gm and voice my complaint as well. If anyone knows of a simple fix, please help! Tl the
contact owns a chevy Camaro. The contact stated while starting the vehicle the radio was
turned on put failed to play music, the heat was turned on position but blew out cold air, the air
conditioner was turned on but blew out hot air. Additionally, the left and right turn signals were
not making the clicking noise while in the on position. There were no warning lights illuminated.
The local dealer was not contacted. The manufacturer was notified of the issue and opened

case and referred the contact to NHTSA. The failure mileage was 57, While driving various
speeds, the vehicle slowed down while depressing the accelerator pedal, the instrument panel
lost power, and the radio and air conditioner stopped working. The contact took the vehicle to
capitol Chevrolet of columbia newland rd, columbia, SC where it was diagnosed with internal
failure and the cable wires needed replacement. The manufacturer was made aware of the
failure and informed the contact that the failure was a known issue; however, the VIN was not
included in a recall. The approximate failure mileage was 58, When turning into a parking lot, my
power steering went out and the service power steering message appeared. It has happened
multiple times since then. The following happens once the problem is created: power flickers on
the car; the ac resets, radio resets, power steering goes out, and the following messages
display: "service power steering" "service stability control" and "open and close passenger
window". I took the vehicle to the Chevrolet dealer, and they told me the electric steering
assembly needs to be replaced. I've researched this problem online and it is fairly common
between Camaros'. Luckily, I have the ability to remain calm and control the car when this
happens. I am not so sure others will have the same fate as I did. Read more There is a delay to
the radio when I start my car. The radio is constantly turning off and on. The lights on the radio
keep flickering. Due to whatever electrical issues are happening within the radio the time is not
staying current. This is happening when I am starting and turning my vehicle off. My concern is
whether or not the electrical issues are contained within the radio or if they are spread
throughout the vehicle, and I fear that my car will lose power while I am driving. Car Problems.
Electrical System problem 1. Electrical System problem 2. Electrical System problem 3.
Electrical System problem 4. Electrical System problem 5. Electrical System problem 6.
Electrical System problem 7. Electrical System problem 8. Electrical System problem 9.
Electrical System problem Other Electrical System related problems of the Chevrolet Camaro.
Electrical System problems Battery Dead problems. Ignition Switch problems. Trunk Wiring
problems. Software problems. I use onstar for directions. I cannot get it without the use of the
radio. I had to try and use the GPS on my phone and wound up in a cemetery in a strange town
at one in the morning. They said all their dealerships could fix any problem. White's Chevrolet in
my town offered to sell me a new radio for 6 or 7 hundred dollars. I need to know of a dealership
in NC or VA who is familiar with this problem and can actually fix it. The radio itself is not the
problem. Radio screen black most of the time. Sometimes it pops on and off. Replaced module,
still doing it. When my problem began. I heard a loud popping noise through my Bluetooth while
I was on the phone. The radio use to come on and off at its own leisure then went to my air and
heating system going on off now neither of them work. I am definitely disappointed by the
quality. I took it to the dealership and they say replace the radio but i keep hearing the same
problem happening to owner after owner. I have had other cars for years and never had to deal
with radio, air and heat not working at the same time. I will never buy another Chevrolet again
and would not recommend to anyone else. Not sure why disconnecting the battery worked, but
a formerly blank screen turned right back on after reconnecting. Car has 10, miles, mostly
driven during summer. Started car this morning, radio came on, went to change station, then
update the stations, after that it went black. Thought if I turned it off and the car, waited 3
minutes restarted and turned radio back on, that would reboot it Drove it to work, when I get
home, will try to reboot, as someone suggested by removing battery red wire in trunk and
reinstalling. Our Camaro's screen went blank. Apparently this will reset the computer. I
reconnected the battery and the display came back to life. Hopefully this works for you. Don't let
a dealer tell you that you need a much more costly repair until you try this first. This is annoying
as hell. I have contacted Desoto Mac Haik Ford representative and waiting for them to notify me
as to when and how much I can bring my car in for service. I Google my problem and this site
pulled up. I noticed this has happened and is common. How do we get this as a recall or how do
we fix this, please HELP if you know what the issue is. My radio screen started turning off a few
months ago over 3 years after this car was purchased and got worse as time went on. It would
turn off and on during the duration of my drives and would even stop the cold air from my AC
from working. I took it into the dealer and they said that the whole panel had to be replaced.
After the panel was replaced the screen was fine for about weeks. Then the screen issue started
again! Now I have to take the car back to the dealer to see if they can actually fix the issue.
Dealer will charge you I did mine and it's been fine since When I go to turn on the car the radio
will play but the screen is blank and I can not see to change channels or anything.. Computer
screen went blank and asked about it at my oil change at Hare Chevrolet in Noblesville. They
said they would charge approx. I passed for the sake of time. After reviewing countless
complaints on-line about this issue with Chevy's same screen in multiple lines from it appears
to be a software update issue or maybe a fuse. I contacted the Chevy customer care center to
see what they said. They were very nice and scheduled for an appointment back at Hare and

said they would take care of some or all of the bill and they would follow-up afterwards. I took it
to Hare and they said after 1 to 1. I told them it was a software issue based from what I have
researched and the gentleman said "it could be a lot of things" I told him I needed to get back to
work in 1. After 1. Another minutes he said it worked and was done. Then the Customer Care
guy from Chevy called back and said sorry nothing we can do for you, lol. I did not even bring
my coupon. How about the dealer? They can send me recall, service updates, and countless
sales promotional items but they can not let me know about a simple software update. Thank
you for letting me vent if you read this far, you may see this on other consumer sites as well. I
got home Sunday night and woke up Monday morning to leave in my car the radio came on but I
had a black screen. I took the car in to get an estimate on repairs and was blown away to find
that the entire HVAC control panel had to be replaced. I tried to locate part myself only to find
out from another dealer that what I would receive would be a refurbished part not new OEM. MY
radio and everything worked but without display rear camera was pretty much useless.. I read
online this is a common problem and I am shocked GM has not done anything to correct it. This
is my commuter car and the reason for the high miles, but it is very well taken care of and only 2
years old. Screen turned black all the sudden. No instructions on owner's manual about this
problem. Radio and rear sensors work as they beep when approaching hazards. Simply can't
see anything. The touch sensors do work. My radio screen went completely black. I can hear the
radio--but there is no picture at all. Taking to dealership tomorrow to see what's up with this. If
you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Chevrolet dealer. Most Common Solutions:
not sure 13 reports reset computer 2 reports disconnected and reconnected battery 1 reports
software update 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
Camaro problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops
in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Display screen went blank. Radio, Back-Up Alert, etc. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. Problem 1st occurred approx 3 years ago. Fast
forward, same issue happening again. I will be attempting to disconnect the battery to reset the
computer. Fingers crossed. I love my car if only chevrolet could tell me "ok replace this part and
you are done". Have tried everything, disconnected battery, fuses, took radio out, unplugged
face plate, replaced computer board Right now I disconnected the face plate and it will not turn
off anymore, but you have to operate the radio on the steering wheel and ac has to be at a
certain speed before you disconnect the face plate. Need help from anybody. I heard if you
change the radio it might work - someone did and the problem came back. And finally replaced
my radio so far everything works good. People just replace the radio it depends what radio you
choose it will cost more. I just wanted to hear my music and play CD's. I think everyone has
pretty much said it all about this Camaro issue. The radio cuts of initially as you're driving as if
it had a mind of its own. At first it only happened a few times then it increased more often to the
point where my radio did not turn on at all. Heater turns on and off of as well. I hear a small
noise coming from my steering column as if it was a short circuit. I've checked fuses but no
luck. If anyone has found a fix please let everyone know. My brother will check it out to see if
it's actually a software issue in the next few days and will be back with to update everyone. I
debated if I should buy an aftermarket stereo since the dash kit can cost as much as a recieiver
itself. So I decided to buy a factory radio to replace and see if that would work. As soon as I
replaced it I was finally able to hear the blinking signal tone while driving. Unfortunatly the radio
is still locked so I'll have to wait and see how much Chevy will charge me to unlock it since I
tried. But the screen and Bluetooth worked fine. Chevrolet needs to do a recall these radios
because this is a common issue and not only is it annoying but the fact that you can't hear the
radio is big too. When I started the car there was a loud pop, after that the radio system would
blink on and off, with static sound through the speakers. I have reset the radio by unplugging
the battery , and i have checked all fuses, no luck Hope someone can tell me what to do since
apparently Chevy doesn't have a clue or they just wanna keep guessing to make more money.
My Camaro with miles the radio and ac do not work. The ac blows on and off trough the whole
drive. I went to the dealership but they do not know the problem with it. Its been going on for
more than a year and I've taken it to the dealership but they don't know what's wrong with it. I
have not found a recall on this issue. Initially I would get a popping sound when turning on the
car, this has happened for a while of owning the vehicle, I thought it was from my auxiliary
Bluetooth connected to play music so I didn't think much of it until the popping began to get
louder. The sound bothered me but then this happened It would shut down and turn back on
repeatedly. Then, when turning the car on it stopped allowing the radio to work. Turning the car
off, opening the doors and turning the car back on would reset the radio and it would come
back on. Then going to work one morning I had loud static in the speakers, turning the radio off

would eliminate the static. Then I used my blinker, loud static began emitting through the
speakers in correlation with the blinker, when the turn was complete and blinker shut off a
constant static would emit from speakers again. I would have to shut off the radio again to turn
the static off. Then, I started noticing that my radio clock would reset during the overnight hours
when the car wasn't running and sitting in my driveway. Earlier this week I was driving home
and the radio console would shut down like clock work driving home. But then when I used my
blinkers I heard no sound. I wasn't sure if my blinkers were working at that moment, I got home
to check and they were. I haven't taken it to the dealer yet as I am trying to research the problem
first before getting raped by dealership fees trying to find a fix. I fear the symptoms would show
up when I take it in. Things that aggravate the symptoms or that appear to spur them. I doubt
breaking does because that only comes from me using my blinker nearing a turn, which is why I
think the blinker has a connection to it since the previous problems I've had from using the
blinker in the past. If anyone has ever experienced this problem or knows a solution please let
me know. I have cleaned off my negative battery terminal already and made sure that my ground
wire had a clean solid connection to the car. Symptoms still happen after checking that box off.
Thanks if advance, Ken. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions:
not sure 5 reports replace your radio 1 reports this worked!! Find something helpful? Spread
the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. I called Gm they said they
hadnt heard of this problem before. I told them about the guy that works for gm in florida that
suggested this same fix. They took my suggestions but stated they wont do anything unless
they have more than 1 complaint. Here is GM's Number. Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read
reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send
Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. You are browsing camaro5. Factory radio cuts off randomly. The factory radio
in my LS with miles has started to cut off constantly by itself, just the standard radio without my
link. It cuts itself off at random and sometimes when I hit the brakes or use a turn signal. My ac
also quits blowing for a split second when it shuts off then comes back on. I have no problem
with my headlights or power windows when it does this. I have only seen one thread about this
exact problem but it was very old and no one commented on it. Does anyone know what my
problem could be, maybe a faulty hvac controller the display and controls for the radio and the
ac?? View My Garage. I had similar issue only once.. Nothing would work on the center control
touch screen or control knobs and the AC was stuck blowing cold air on high speed and the
entire system would not respond to any controls for 5 min. Then started working normal. Gotta
be a short in these systems somewhere. Thank god it only did this once last year and been no
issue since. This is happening every time I drive the car now, cant listen to anything because it
cuts off so much, very annoying. Gonna take it to a chevy dealer next week and hopefully my
warranty will cover it. Good luck. GM seems to not cover crap under warranty these days. They
seem to find something to not cover the problems. Happened to my Mylink I installed it
eventually reset and it was fine My base level radio just began to suffer a similar fault 27, miles.
The blower remains at about the same speed as it was previously set and can still be adjusted,
no other apparent symptoms. I tried a battery reset with no success. I heard that there is a
update for a simlar fault but I think it is for only for the "my link" set up. I was not able to find a
wiring diagram on the web either which was surprising considering it's for the radio.
Annnnnnyway, I was thinking it had to do with what ever is supplying power to the faceplate
either the bcm the radio unit or some power control module. I removed the faceplate and
unpluged it with the radio and ac on with the engine running while trying to duplicate the fault.
The whole time I was digging around played with harness and connectors, mess with all fuses
and relays, massaged the bcm, etc. I was not able to duplicate the fault and it did not happen
again unit I pluged the face plate back in. If you unplug the radio unit what a surprise, the radio
turns off. It's worth mentioning I did not unplug anyother connector in fear of setting a fault and
dropping a system into limp mode. Hmmmm this is not really the most technical way to
diagnosis it but I'm looking that either there's a problem with comands 1s and 0s stored in the
faceplate's controller just from age which would mean there is an update ooooor the faceplate
took a shit. I'll post what I find I hope! Originally Posted by Kerrari Originally Posted by fidmor I
have the exact same problem and the same car Camaro LS. My Warranty was out on the 9th of
this month and this issue started happening last week I also have a problem when i put my turn
signal on, the clicking noise is not at sync with the turn light. After the i manually turn the signal
off, the clicking noise stays on for 2 extra clicks before it stops. Let me know if you find a
solution! Im going to check the fuse boxes when i get a chance. Hmmm I've had no issues with
my turn signals, I'm guessing thats bcm controled and may or may not be related. Ive been
driving with face plate unplugged and it seems to work fine lol. Im trying to find any TSBs for
the base model radio. A new faceplate costs about bucks, used for about Originally Posted by

WeflyhereSS. Join Date: Apr My air controls stopped working and radio reboots. I pulled a fuse
on the side of the dash drivers side, i think it said my link or radio and it cleared all the issues.
So I just put 10k miles on my car about a week ago and this morning my touch screen display
wasn't working. I can listen to music but after turning it off and back even restarting my car I
drive 45 minutes to work so there was enough time for it to kick back on. Guess I'm going to
check the fuses when I get off work. If all else fails I'm pretty sure my warranty covers it, any
other suggestions? Manuals, Literature, Workbooks, Brochures, Etc. All times are GMT The time
now is PM. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 4. Thread Tools. Factory
radio cuts off randomly The factory radio in my LS with miles has started to cut off constantly
by itself, just the standard radio without my link. Find More Posts by mtpilgreen. Find More
Posts by Jayjellyfish Just out of warranty My base level radio just began to suffer a similar fault
27, miles. Find More Posts by Kerrari Quote: Originally Posted by Kerrari My base level radio
just began to suffer a similar fault 27, miles. Find More Posts by fidmor Quote: Originally Posted
by Kerrari Hmmm I've had no issues with my turn signals, I'm guessing thats bcm controled and
may or may not be related. Find More Posts by redcoats Join Date: Apr Location: N. CA Posts:
3, Happened once on my Find More Posts by Moto-Mojo. Find More Posts by JD Posting Rules.
Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our
lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than
three repairs. To see how frequently Chevrolet Camaro problems occur, check out our car
reliability stats. All years. Chevrolet Camaro repairs by problem area. Chevrolet Camaro
electrical repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair
costs? Chart based on 67 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under
warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Issue had been going
on for several months and had gone through 2 recharges and a mode door reset. Finally found a
competent dealer and they hooked it up to scanner that revealed one of the 4 sensors was bad
and the mode door actuator was not allowing the door to move completely. After a 12 hour
repair, the system is functioning normally. Actuators had to be reprogrammed. Dealer found a
service bulletin and re flashed the radio. I had video proof but they could not duplicate on their
own. They did some type of global reset. Told to document what if any peripherals used if
problem returns. Car parked for the winter for now. This time the updated the software again.
They claimed is considered normal. I was not happy with that answer since only one side is
affected. So it is unresolved. Parts are on backorder until an undetermined date. Covered under
warranty. Dealer performed update but mapping system is still horrible. Use Google on smart
phone in place of vehicle system. Replaced under warranty. Entire harness replaced under
warranty. Dealer confirmed problem. Conducted scan test. Updated radio software. Seems to
have fixed the problem. Screen still responded to touch, but there no way to see what was being
selected. Back-up camera also not visible. Tried disconnecting the battery terminal to reset. Did
not work. Dealer updated software and got it working again. Any speed and intermittent. Tech
couldn't find issue but attempted to clean blower. Will replace if happens again under warranty.
No cost. OnStar still worked during this time. Mirror was replaced. Unable to diagnose due to
cold temperatures outside. Note was taken so that I could bring car back later, and if problem
exists be covered under warranty. Had dealer add and now fine. Replaced under warranty in a
day. Fits Camaro. Dealer reprogrammed the system and both keys. Took to dealer for recharge
of coolant. It had become intermittently unresponsive. Replaced the window tint on door
windows and quarter windows. Had started bubbling. Reviewed the condition of the clear bra.
Nothing was resolved. Silent when off. The radio is the source for all these warning and other
sounds. They replaced the radio and it all works again. Leak in seal of condenser; replace under
warranty. The 2nd time, I got it to the dealer while still in the faulty state. A new radio was
ordered and installed. Replaced instrument cluster. Reset to another random date over time.
Heater core valve changed. Rear deck rattle was fixed with two sided tape. Both door speakers
and in-car amplifier were replaced under warranty. Cause unknown will monitor. OEM belt
warped and wandering on pulley causing severe squeal. Covered under warraty. Driver side
power window motor replaced. Will wait until next summer to address again. Replaced blower
motor. Dealer replaced both speakers. Fixed problem. The dealer says the wires broke, making
it impossible to open the trunk without crawling through the back seat and pulling the
emergency chain. Dealer replaced wiring harness. Problem is now more prevalent. TPMS fail
always triggered now, rather than occasionally as before. Fob replaced. Key fob locked car
down as stolen. Key fob opened trunk everytime lock or unlock was pushed. Dealer ordered
new blower motor and waiting for part. Replaced valve, recharged system. See TrueDelta's
information for all Coupes and Convertibles. See TrueDelta's information for all Chevrolet
models. Chevrolet Camaro Electrical Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see
vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. Different temperature air

comes from passenger side vs. Different temperature air came out of vents on dash despite
same setting on climate control. Radio would randomly shut down and reboot itself. Recurrence
of previous navigation rebooting problem. Trunk pop actuator failed, caused all sorts of
electrical malfunctions with doors and trunk, such as system warning trunk was open when
closed. GPS mapping not accurate. Wiring for license plate lamps shorted. Mylink stopped
working. My Link screen started cutting out and eventually wouldn't come on at all. Blower
motor clicks and ticks during operation. Warranty replacement through GM for Blower Motor,
had developed a constant tick. Red OnStar light was flashing on rearview mirror. Air
conditioning sometimes doesn't blow cold noticed in summer, but is now winter. One Daytime
Running Light burnt out. Anti theft system malfunctioned and would cause the car to shut off.
Had to have both front tires replaced and one of the sensors wouldn't reprogram. Dealer had to
remove and install new one -- warranty. Had to replace the head unit radio system. Air no longer
cold. Radio display went psychedelic first thing in the morning on two occasions. Speedometer
wouldn't work, but tach worked fine. Sensor for the power brake system was faulty,
intermittently reported problem to power train system several times over several month period
via Check Engine light , when no brake problem existed. Calendar date would stay correct in
radio face. PDIM module was upgraded. Passenger door speaker failure. Replace AC
compressor belt. Noticed once in a while hard start and this was original battery and it was
extremely cold so I thought it would be a good idea to replace the battery. Drivers door speaker
was blown out, was not from excessive volume. The trunk wiring for the remote release kinks
when the trunk is closed. The wiring harness for the drivers seat got pinched and was causing
the dash lights to flicker. Tire pressure monitoring system not indicating reading for LR wheel.
Tire pressure sensor went bad and was successfully replaced by the Tire Rack while they
installed a new set of tires. Bluetooth streaming was randomly disconnecting. Took 2 trips in
October before software was installed correctly. Blower motor making high pitched whining
noise when running. Log in. Forgot your password? Forgot your username? Create an account.
Please
2008 cadillac cts ignition coil replacement
89 f150 radio wiring diagram
1998 buick skylark interior
Log in or Create an account to join the conversation. I own a 2LS.. Buy The Book! Index Recent
Topics Search. Log in Username. Remember me. Log in Forgot your password? By posting the
year, make, model and engine near the beginning of your help request, followed by the
symptoms no start, high idle, misfire etc. Along with any prevalent Diagnostic Trouble Codes,
aka DTCs, other forum members will be able to help you get to a solution more quickly and
easily! Start Prev 1 Next End. Hey guys have any of you had a problem with a Camaro were the
radio screen and the hvac go on and off and then no radio at all and no control on the air
conditioning.. Saved a lot of money just by watching YouTube lol. The video is posted on this
guys page: Kjdcomp1. Do you recall which white wire, exactly? Wondering if it's this one:. Not
Allowed: to create new topic. Not Allowed: to reply. Not Allowed: to edit your message. Powered
by Kunena Forum. You are now being logged in using your Facebook credentials.

